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SPARTAN SWIM-PRESSIVE SEASON
ALIVIA BELL
This year's boys swim and dive team has made some swim-pressive accomplishments. The swim team is 6-4 and at sectionals the boys
swim team got second place overall.
Moaz Elazzazi is a senior and has been on the diving team for 4 years. Moaz likes being on the team because the practices are fun and
laid back.
“Diving is all about overcoming fear. Once you can do that, success will come,” Moaz stated.
Moaz had many accomplishments during his diving years. His junior year he qualified for states, won the league championship, broke
the 37 year old school record, won section championships and placed 24th at States. His senior year he qualified for States, broke his own
record and won the league championship. Moaz is planning on continuing his dive journey in college next year.
Matt Bailey is a senior and has been the Varsity Swim Captain for two years. He has been on the team for six consecutive years. He is
a senior this year and his favorite part about the team is the family he has made. Some personal accomplishments he has made are being
voted for 2nd team all-OHSL (senior and junior year) and getting 3rd place in two free relay terms at sectionals last year.
“It is difficult but the friendships made and hard work pay off in the end and it is completely worth it,” Matt said.
Matt is planning on continuing his swim journey in college for a club team. He loved being a part of the New Hartford Swim Team
and can’t wait to see what next year brings.

Photos submitted by Matt Bailey and Moaz Elazzazi
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NEWS
See That Girl, Watch That Scene!
New Hartford Masque Proudly
Presents Mamma Mia!
Maggie Stephens
From March 12-15, the New Hartford JAMPAC stage will be converted
into a Greek island paradise for the audiences to dance, jive, and have the
time of their lives at Mamma Mia!The colorful costumes, larger-than-life set
pieces, energetic dance numbers, iconic ABBA songs, and loveable cast of
characters make this year’s production one you definitely don’t want to miss.
On April 6, 1999, Mamma Mia!, a new musical featuring some of
Swedish pop band ABBA’s greatest hits, debuted at the Prince Edward
Theatre on London’s West End. The story of Donna Sheridan, her young
daughter Sophie, and Sophie’s three possible dads was an instant smash hit.
Since then, the musical has played stages on Broadway, across the United
States, and all over the world. But according to Wikipedia, Mamma Mia!
really became a household name upon the release of the 2008 movie
featuring the incredible triple-threat talents of legends such as Meryl Streep,
Pierce Brosnan and Colin Firth.
Sophie (Meg Benson) being lifted by the Mamma Mia!
And as of Fall 2018, the rights to purchase and perform Mamma Mia!
dance ensemble at a rehearsal for the number “Under
became available for high schools like New Hartford to bring the iconic story Attack.” Photographed by Maggie Stephens.
to life. Given the popularity of this energetic crowd-pleaser, it’s no surprise
Mr. Matthew Romanow, Miss Christine Krumbach, and Mrs. Michelle Grimmer, who have brought the New Hartford Masque shows to life
over the past few years, found Mamma Mia! to be a pretty big contender for this year’s spring musical.
“Mamma Mia! was selected because we felt that it highlights the strengths of our current Masque population,” commented director Mr.
Romanow, “and heavily features the ensemble more than any other show I've directed.”
Once the show was announced back in November of 2019, the students were ecstatic to be bringing the joy of Mamma Mia! to the
stage.
“I was excited from the minute they told us!” said senior Mackenzie Winfield. “I couldn’t think of a better show to end my Masque
career.”
The next step for students interested in auditioning was to receive their audition packets filled with songs and scenes to perform in front
of Mr. Romanow, Miss Krumbach, and Mrs. Grimmer a few weeks later. From there, some students would be offered callbacks for the
leading characters, which required them to learn another packet of material for every callback they received in just a few days. Finally
comes the part Mr. Romanow, Miss Krumbach, and Mrs. Grimmer all look forward to the least: casting the show. They are excited to see
cast members take on their roles, but they dread the tough decisions that inevitably leave some students disappointed.
Once the cast list was released, rehearsals began mid-December. The cast and crew of over 110 students have been memorizing lines,
working backstage, learning harmonies, and dancing their hearts out for months in order to be sure that the audience gets the best
performance possible. While some students, like dance captain and Masque president Abby McCarthy, have been cast members of Masque

continued on next page
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Mamma Mia!, continued from previous page
shows for years, others are experiencing it for the first time. Tim Barcomb, who plays Sam Carmichael in the show had never auditioned for
a musical in his life before Mamma Mia!
“I’m terrified,” Barcomb said laughing “but I’m also really, really excited! It’s been a lot of fun!”
But Mamma Mia!’s cast and crew members aren’t the only ones excited for the big show weekend: the whole community is excited to sit in the
audience and experience the fun!
“The casting this year is perfect!” said senior Emma Mazloom, who looks forward to attending the show. “I think everyone is going to bring their
characters to life and I’m so excited to be able to watch them do it.”
With the show opening soon, there is limited time left to get your tickets to see your favorite high school performers bring the energetic atmosphere of
Mamma Mia! to life. Tickets became available Sunday, March 1st at 10am from the district website. This year, tickets must be paid for online with a credit
card or through PayPal. Tickets are $15 for center section seats, and $12 for side section seats.
“There are always tickets available at the door,” said Mr. Romanow, “but these are not guaranteed - please get your tickets early!”
So, what are you waiting for? Buy your tickets for Mamma Mia! before they’re all gone! Nobody will feel blue - cause somewhere in the crowd
there’s you!

Donna (Ashely Giaccio) and Sam (Tim Barcomb) rehearse
a scene. Photographed by Maggie Stephens.

Bill (Zach Tomassi), Sam (Tim Barcomb), and Harry (Connor
Griffin) share a laugh in between scenes.
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NEWS
2020 State Of The Union Address
Donald Trump explains everything he’s done in office since being elected
Nate Giglio

Almost four years ago Donald Trump was elected as the
45th president of the United States of America. He promised
to build a wall and “Make America Great Again.'' Over the
last three years Donald Trump has actually achieved quite a
lot for his time in office. In his fourth year in office President
Trump issued the annual State of the Union address, where
he discussed everything the U.S. has done with him in charge
over the last few years. From redefining an army to creating
jobs for hard working Americans, he has accomplished a lot.
In Trump’s 2020 State of the Union, the president
claimed, “From the instant I took office, I moved rapidly to
revive the U.S. economy - slashing a record number of jobkilling regulations, enacting historic and record-setting tax
cuts, and fighting for fair and reciprocal trade agreements.
Rev.com
Our agenda is relentlessly pro-worker, pro-family, pro-growth, and, most of all, pro American.” Since Trump took office his main goal
has been to give America more power to itself and the people rather than letting other countries and people influence jobs and a lot of
the market.
In the address, he stated how creating jobs for the people was very important to him because the unemployment rate in America
was definitely higher than most people wanted at a whopping 5.6 percent in 2015 before Trump took office. Since Trump took office, he
said in his speech, the unemployment rate decreased significantly to 3.6 percent.
He also stated that women now have a substantially
lower unemployment rate as well. In the State of the Union
Address president Trump explained, “The unemployment
rate for women reached the lowest level in almost 70 years.
And, last year, women filled 72 percent of all new jobs
added.”
In addition, Trump claimed he has created around 7
million new jobs which is almost 5 million more jobs than
any of the previous presidents.
This State of the Union Address has been a little bit
controversial as well with Nancy Pelosi ripping up the speech
at the end of it. After she was questioned on why she tore it
Jta.org
up she then responded by saying, “because it was the
Nancy Pelosi rips up the speech as soon as Trumps speech is
courteous thing to do,” according to Time.com. She later
over.
called the speech a “manifesto of mistruths,” Time reported.
Despite the controversy, overall Trump’s speech
emphasized his hard work and accomplishments while he has been in office.
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The Pink Tax vs. Women:
What you should know
Brin Procopio
In the United States, women alone only make about 80% of
what men earn in the common workplace, according to statistical
research from the American Association of University Women.
This information plays a greater part in a much bigger game,
where women’s products are heavily taxed upon rather than
men’s, and the means to afford it can be difficult. Because of this
pay gap, it can be hard to afford things that women find beneficial
in order to be happy, and more importantly healthy.
The Pink Tax as referred to, is a tax upon hygienic products
such as tampons, razors, and others like it.
In response to research and complaints, New York State voted
to eliminate the sales tax on feminine hygiene products in April of
2016. According to ny.gov, this bill was “expected to save women
purchasing tampons and other similar product, an estimated $10
million a year.”
A report published in 2015 by the New York City
Department of Consumer Affairs called “A Study of Gender
Pricing in New York City,” influenced New York State’s decision
to eliminate taxes on feminine hygiene products. It determined
that “women’s products cost 7% more than similar products for
men.” The study compared “nearly 800 products with clear male

and female versions from more than 90 brands sold at two dozen
New York City retailer, both online and in stores.”
Even without the taxes, the study reported that businesses
charge women than men for similar products.
The NYC Consumer Affairs report also found that “women’s
personal care products cost more 56 percent of the time, while
men’s products cost more 13% of the time.”
The appendix to the report included examples including a 5
pack of Schick Hydro Silk for Women Cartridge priced at $18.49
and Schick Hydo 5 cartridge razor refills for me and $14.99.
What do New Hartford students think about the “Pink Tax?”
“I think they should get rid of it,” proclaims Lena Miller, a
senior at New Hartford Senior High School.
Jake Winn, another New Hartford Senior says, “It’s ridiculous
that women should pay more for what they need compared to
men.”
The situation is still prevalent today, yet there are ways that
someone such as yourself can avoid the tax. Compare the
products of both genders and see what works best for you. At first
it may seem rather odd, but you just might find a product that fits
you better than any other one before.

The Birth of Venus, by Sandro Botticelli from wikipedia.com
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ALUMNI NEWS
Where are they now?
Ashley Belmont
Alivia Bell
Ashley Belmont graduated from New Hartford High School in 2018.
She is attending SUNY Oneonta for an adolescent education major with a
concentration in history. The biggest difference between high school and college
for her is living completely on her own without relying on her parents like food,
money, laundry etc.
Ashley said, “I have to do everything on my own which at first was
scary and now I love except for the laundry part.”
Her favorite part about college is dancing. She was a competitive
dancer at home so when she first saw the dance program at Oneonta she was sold.
She is a part of a Terpsichorean dance company where she choreographs her own
dances and she is also the dance team captain which gives her the opportunity to
compete again.
Her favorite high school memory by far was being a part of Masque.

Photo Submitted by Ashley Belmont

Her sophomore year she was Velma in Chicago and her senior year she was Adelaide in Guys and Dolls.” It was an experience I'll
never forget and it introduced me to so many new people” Ashley said.
Ashley loved going to high school in New Hartford. She misses teachers and some friends but overall does not miss
being in high school because of the freedom and the new experiences she has had when she left New Hartford.
Ashley decided to go away to college because she wanted to meet new people and the local schools did not have good
dance programs and that's something she is really passionate about.
Some advice for seniors this year going into college is to take one day at a time. “It feels overwhelming at first but it's
totally normal. College years are the best years of your life so make sure you take it all in” she says.

Photo from SUNY Oneonta website
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OPINION
The Case for Content
Creators
Why YouTube is the Natural Evolution of
Entertainment
Emma Mazloom
On April 23rd, 2005, Jawed Karim christened a barren
webpage with the upload to the internet of a twenty-second video
of himself making note of elephants at the San Diego Zoo—and in
doing so forever changed entertainment.
YouTube is a platform characterized by miscellany just as
varied as the Internet itself; according to Alexa Online, its monthly
1.9 billion visitors have access to 720,000 hours of new content
uploaded daily related topics, including—but certainly not limited
to—music, news, makeup tutorials, education, sports, gaming,
comedy, and the like.
YouTube’s vast offering of content as well as its easy, free
access to both viewing and creating content is enough for some
parties to dismiss the platform. Consider the curious success of the
online toy review and demonstration scene, led by the eight-yearold “Ryan ToysReview” reported by Business Insider as having
earned $22 million in just one year from essentially playing with
toys for a camera—an instance often cited by YouTube’s detractors
of the site’s promotion of the lazy and mundane.
The mysterious popularity of such mundane content aside, I
argue that the vastness of YouTube has allowed for the rise of a
new breed of creativity unmatched by the content of the film and
television industries. From its subscription to the fast-paced,
trendsetting culture of the Internet, to its sponsorship of boundless
creativity, YouTube is more than a mere website designed for
wasting time; it’s the natural next step in entertainment media, and
we should be regarding it as such.
Before the rise to power of YouTube, no form of media was so
easily integrated into daily lives marked by constant hecticness and
change.
Senior Charmy Rani explained her more frequent use of
YouTube over traditional television: “I have YouTube on my
phone, so it’s easier to get distracted by it since I always have my
phone with me.”
Charmy is just one of many students whose busy schedule
supports the appeal of YouTube’s at-your-fingertips accessibility.
Freshman Richard Chen offered a similar point.

evolution of the YouTube logo, courtesy CGfrog.com
“TV has schedules, [while] with YouTube, you can search for
whatever, whenever,” Chen said.
When given the opportunity to engage in a near limitless
database of entertainment without the detriment of lost time or
access, it makes sense that the occupied, well-rounded teenage
population of 2020 gravitates toward YouTube.
YouTube, however, is not solely a haven for short videos
intended to satisfy the attention deficit. The YouTubers whose
content best enriches the respective communities built around their
subject matter are passionate, innovative creators whose care is
tangible in their work. As soft a spot I hold in my heart for the sixsecond Vines lovingly immortalized on YouTube, the strongest case
for the power of the site as a new-age entertainment industry titan
is found in its longer entries.
One content creator who is furthering the meta of his online
community and subject matter through such entries is James
Phryllas—better known to his online audience of over 630,000
subscribers as one half of Schaffrillas Productions. The 22-yearold college student began his channel with friend and collaborator
Chris Schaffer in high school as an outlet for viewing, creating, and
collaborating on comedy videos including spam “YouTube Poop”
videos, live action recreations of classic episodes of Spongebob
Squarepants, and animated music videos.
Inspired by content creators among the likes of Lindsay Ellis,
RedLetterMedia, and Ralphthemoviemaker who used the platform
to share their unique takes on movies and television, Phryllas’s
channel would explode in popularity with the release of content
expressing passionate opinions and perspectives on works that
resonate with him.
Some of Schaffrillas Productions’ videos go for as long as 40
minutes as he delivers fresh understandings of works most people
have seen, but not taken the time to think critically about—from
“Why Disney’s Twist Villains Don’t Work” to “Why Megamind is a
Subversive Masterpiece” to “Ocarina of Time: 20 Years of
Perfection.”
I had the opportunity to communicate with Phryllas himself
about the rise of his own channel and the popularity of the
continued next page
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OPINION
Content Creators, continued from previous page
manner of content for which he and similar YouTubers have gained
prominence.
“I think people just really want to engage with these works on a
deeper level, and it’s much easier to do that when you have new
perspectives to consider. It’s fun to then form your own perspectives
based on what you liked and disliked about someone else’s point of
view,” said Phryllas of why people gravitate to his content.
I could relay from experience the validity of this point; watching
the content of Phryllas and other similar YouTubers has allowed me
to approach watching movies and television with a newly
appreciative, yet critical perspective. The publication of this kind of
passionate content has made the experience of viewing and enjoying
a thing—for me, at least—immensely more enjoyable and rewarding.
Further, Phryllas had points to make concerning YouTube itself
—and the reality that no other entertainment platform publishes
content with this manner of resonating personal touch.
He remarked that “[getting entertainment by watching YouTube
videos in comparison to watching movies or television] is really neat
because it feels much more like a singular vision, and it allows you to
connect much more with ordinary people and what they’re trying to
say. At times I genuinely find YouTube more entertaining than
movies or TV because it feels like a breeding ground for unlimited
creativity.”
I thought of Phryllas’s comment here as supplemented by the
anecdotes I had gathered in support of YouTube from other New
Hartford students:
“YouTube is more interesting and convenient to watch. Shows
on TV are all the same and not interesting,” said senior Jackie
O’Brien.
Clearly, the public’s love for the expansive array of YouTube
content contributes to the groundbreaking success of the platform. In
the age of the internet, it is now easier than ever before to share
perspectives with others and consider that which is shared for oneself.
However, I know of some viewpoints that interpret the lack of
objective criteria for creating good YouTube content as a source of
creative laziness; some believe the accepting nature of YouTube
allows content creators to publicize any and all activities that come to
mind, presence of substance notwithstanding.
This may be true to some extent to those who expose themselves
to the substanceless side of the website—that is, the toy unboxing
videos, the cesspool-like sect of children’s animated videos, and the
vlogs published by those who truly have little to no stories about
which to be vlogging. One will find, though, that this abysmal brand

of content exists in every popular medium, from the obnoxious,
dramatically spliced plots of reality television to the mindless
manufacture of music intended to reach the Top 40 without reaching
the hearts and minds of its listeners.
When creators driven by the force of passion are given the
resources to bring magnificent ideas to fruition, the end product of
their work is entertainment media that enriches the world in which
people live and work. It’s that force that draws moviegoers to the
critical content of Schaffrillas Productions; that allowed two brothers’
passion for the 1980s to result in one of the most popular and well
received television shows in streaming in the Duffer Brothers’ Stranger
Things; that led to the infectious popularity of the heartfelt, personal
ballads of Adele.
The rise to prominence of the television in the 1940s saw
detractors skeptical of the potential of society to integrate a visual
means of entertainment into common households in an age wherein
entertainment was dominated by the radio and occasional visits to
the movie theater—until it was proven that the potential of
groundbreaking new technology to more vividly entertain and
capture experiences only drew the public in.
In the 21st century, YouTube does the same; its use of the
boundless connectivity of the internet gives way for entertainment
and expression as easy as pressing record and pressing upload.
Whether that entertainment is found in a twenty-second video of a
graduate student at the zoo or a forty-minute dissertation on the
Shrek franchise, it is a testament to the power of the internet that
YouTube is the next stage of entertainment.

Luis Fonsi and Daddy Yankee’s Despacito reigns supreme as the
most viewed video on YouTube. Its approximate 6.6 billion views
are quickly closing in on reaching one view for each person on Earth.
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OPINION
The Case for Plaque
Should Pete Rose be in the Hall of Fame?
Chris Collins
The Baseball Hall of Fame is a very exclusive club with 333
members in 151 years of major league baseball’s lifetime. There
should be at least one more entry in the Hall of Fame, Pete Rose.
After a player is retired they have to wait five year minimum
to be on the ballot to be even considered for the Hall of Fame.

After the player is on the ballot he must get a minimum of 75%
of the votes to get in the Hall of Fame. Once the player has
gotten 75% of the votes he will enter the prestigious Baseball Hall
of Fame and receive a plaque, the day they give their Hall of
Fame induction speech, remembering the teams he played on and
all of his accolades.
Rose definitely has the stats to get in the
Hall of Fame because he is the only player with
over 4,000 hits, 4256 to be exact. So why is Pete
Rose not in the Hall of Fame? Well he bet on
his team when he was the manager of the
Cincinnati Reds. Major League Baseball rule
21D that states the player faces a ban of one
year for betting on any baseball game, and a
lifetime ban for betting on his own team. In
addition, signs are posted prominently in every

clubhouse to remind players that gambling is not acceptable in
any way. Rose would bet on his team to win when he was the
manager. Every player knows that gambling on baseball is
unacceptable but Rose did it as a manager and wasn’t blowing
games he was only betting on the team to win.
So should Pete Rose be in the Hall of Fame? “Yes, Pete Rose
should be in the Hall of Fame as a player not a manager” said
local Utica resident Mike Duignan. And I agree with Mike
because if there is no record of Rose betting on baseball as a
player the why can’t the MLB just ban him as a manager?
Rose has recently asked for a reinstatement to baseball and
he and his lawyers put together a 19 page petition. According to
ESPN, “It has never been suggested, let alone established, that
any of Mr. Rose’s actions influenced the outcome of any game or
the performance of any player. Yet for the thirty-first year and
counting, he continues to suffer a punishment vastly
disproportionate to those who have done just that.” They also
said, "There cannot be one set of rules for Mr. Rose and another
for everyone else.”
New Hartford Senior Grant Colerick opposes Rose’s
induction to the Hall of Fame
“No Pete Rose should not be in the Hall of Fame because if
he gambled once he most likely gambled many other times and
even probably as a player.”
However, this is not true because Rose confessed to gambling
only as a manger and he never bet against his team just for his
team to win. So he didn’t do anything immoral like bet against his
own team but he still gambled in baseball.
MLB Commissioner, Robert Manfred, should reconsider
keeping Pete Rose banned from baseball. Pete Rose
has served his time by being banned from
anything to do with MLB and he should be let
back in baseball and allowed to be in the Hall of
Fame. Even though he gambled and that is the
number one thing not to do, he has stats as a
player to be let in and he wouldn’t care if he was
only let in as a player and not as a manager. Rose
should be let in the Hall of Fame and the case
should close as that.

Major League Baseball’s rule 21D
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QUESTION OF THE WEEK
How Do You Think?
This visualization exercise has people turned on their heads.
Emma Mazloom

1

When asked to “visualize” an image of an apple,

Nick Athari, alum
Katie Bennett, senior
Ashley Giaccio, senior
Kassidi Nicholl, junior
Abby McCarthy, senior
Lena Miller, senior

which of the following appears in your mind?

4

2
Kloe Shkane, senior
Grace Risucci, sophomore
Sam Shaffer, junior
Emma Armstrong, junior:
“Most of the time, it’s 2, but if I’m
hungry and want an apple,
it’s 1.”

3
Gina Cittadino, junior

image courtesy @premium_heart on Twitter. Check out the online PDF of Spartan Expressions
to see this image in color!

Twitter has been abuzz lately with this question, which has sparked
conversation on the way our imaginations work. And yes, all of these
choices are legitimate possibilities!
Graphics like this one—as well as the similar circulating question
concerning whether one’s inner thoughts present as a verbal monologue
or a mass of abstractions one must actively interpret—are prompting
people to face the reality that, well, not everyone thinks the way they do.
“I had no idea there were people who just don’t think in words. I
have an inner monologue going at like, all times,” said senior Hannah
Benson.
“Sometimes it’s words, other times it’s just... like noises or
something,” offered junior Zane Zaitzeff.
In regards to this visual test, I was surprised to hear that sophomore
Katie Pine, whom I know well for her advanced ability as a visual artist,
answered 5—whereas senior Lena Miller answered 1, despite her verbal
talent as a writer. It goes to show just how unique people’s imaginations
are as they combine visual, verbal, and abstract mental offerings to
realize individual ideas. It’s those mental methods unique to every
person that make the process of creation and consuming other people’s
creations forever exciting and interesting. Think about it—no two people
you meet use quite the same manner of thinking!

5
Ethan Ross, alum
Katie Pine, sophomore
Hannah Sherman, junior
Emma Mazloom, senior
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MEET THE STAFF
Chris Collins
Lena Miller
Chris Collins is a senior at New Hartford High School. He has been an athlete for the
majority of his life-- 12 years in baseball and 4 years in golf-- and intends to major in
sports management at St. John Fisher College.
As an athlete, Chris’ greatest inspiration is Drew Brees, who, despite always being
thought of as too small, never let anyone prevent him from following his passions.
For Spartan Expressions, Chris will be writing a weekly sports column based on his
experience playing and watching sports, alongside the information he has picked up from
reading sports articles.
Chris is most thankful for his parents and their constant support, which allows him
to do the things he loves. He is also thankful for his time at New Hartford, and he will miss
the friends and teachers he has built connections with when he graduates.

Emma Mazloom
Brin Procopio
Emma Mazloom is a New Hartford Senior High Schooler in the class of 2020.
She is actively interested in pursuing a career of Argumentative Writing, and is a
hard working individual. Even in her more leisurely hours, she enjoys watching
video essays, observing how they are put together structurally.
Work aside, she loves to watch dancing videos and jam out to Weezer and
Lorde.
Emma will create the Question of the Week Page for Spartan Expressions.

Any student may contribute to Spartan Expressions

Spartan Expressions is the New Hartford High School Articles and creative writing for consideration of publication must meet the following guidelines:

student newspaper. The NHHS journalism classes, as well as CONTENT:
members of the Spartan Expressions club, produce the paper. • No slanderous or libelous material will be tolerated.
Materials found to be published in the paper are the efforts of • All reference to sex will be vague, scientific and will not use slang or be otherwise offensive.
students who contribute and are not intended to represent the • There will be no excess of violence or morbidity.
opinion of any school official or member of the New
• No promotion of the use of drugs, alcohol, or recreational sex.
Hartford Central School Board of Education. Reviews or
• No interference with the educational process.
references to businesses, services, products or media do not
• Content shall be factual and unbiased and shall not be derogatory toward any person or group.
represent an endorsement by the Board of Education. The SUBMISSION:
copyright laws of the United States of America protect all
• All articles and creative writing must be typed and edited.
materials published in Spartan Expressions.
• Please email submissions to jclive@nhart.org at least a week before publication.
• See Mrs. Clive in Room 251 if you have questions or need assistance.
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Sports
“A Legend Gone Too Soon"
Nationwide Mourning Over the Death of Kobe Bryant
Jacob Winn
Kobe Byrant, a very well known and prominent NBA player with twelve different
achievements ranging from MVP to NBA all-rookie team. He lost his life in a helicopter crash
alongside his 14 year old daughter Gianna Maria-Onore Bryant and seven other people. This
took place in Calabasas, California on January 26, 2020.
Kobe Bryant and his daughter were on their way to a youth basketball tournament when
the helicopter got caught in some fog. The fog was reported to be so heavy that people on the
highway were blinded by it. The helicopter company was not certified to fly in these conditions
because they don’t have the right equipment to see how close they are to the ground. Although
that could be the reason for the crash, it is still being investigated for further evidence.
The NBA is thinking about changing the logo from Hall of Famer Jerry West to Kobe
Bryant. This petition has over 2 million signatures online. Kobe Bryant was even remembered
during a moment of silence during the Superbowl. This just goes to show that people from all
around the country are in mourning of this devastating crash, including New Hartford senior,
Chris Collins.
“I was at a loss for words because he was only 41. He made a huge impact on the game of
basketball and he was respected by everyone in the NBA. He’s just a legend gone too soon,”
Chris said.
Kobe wasn’t all just basketball. He started a charity called the Kobe Bryant China Fund.
This raised money for education, sports, and culture programs for kids in China and the U.S.
Kobe Bryant raised more than $6.15 million for these efforts, stated Kelly D. Evens on The
Undefeated website.
Kobe Bryant was a good man, a great family man, an amazing basketball player. We give
our love and prayers to the family of Kobe Bryant and Gigi and for the families of the seven
other people on board the same helicopter.

The victims of the
helicopter crash:
Payton Chester; 13
Sarah Chester; 45
Keri Altobelli; 46
Alyssa Altobelli; 14
John Altobelli; 56
Christina Mauser; 38
Ara Zobayan (Pilot); 50
Kobe Bryant; 41
Gianna Bryant; 13

Picture Credit:
https://www.freepngimg.com

“The most important thing is to try and inspire people so
that they can be great in whatever they want to do.”
~Kobe Bryant
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Sports
Getting a Leg Up
The Benefits of Cross-Training in Ballet
Lena Miller
Over the past decade, cross-training has become an integral
part of the trillion-dollar health and wellness industry. From highintensity athletes to sedentary office workers, the popularity of
supplemental exercise— activities such as running, cycling, boxing,
pilates, and cross-fit— has seen an enormous surge, giving rise to a
new era of well-rounded athletes and non-athletes alike.
However, the potential for cross-training extends far beyond a
gym membership. Emerging as an unanticipated, yet highly effective
method of cross-training, modified ballet classes have proven to
significantly benefit those seeking to enhance their everyday routines,
contributing to overall strength, endurance, flexibility, coordination,
balance, body awareness, and even brain function.
Ballet is a powerful form of
resistance training, using the
body’s weight to launch into
dynamic movements such as
small, quick-paced jumps
(petit allégro); larger,
suspended jumps (grand
allégro); and turning
sequences that demand a
strong push-off from the
floor, maintained contact
with the floor on one leg,
and a stable center of
balance to achieve multiple
rotations.
This type of training is not
New Hartford student Ada Gouse, Nov.
only valuable due to its
2019 (Photo by Nancy Long, Utica Dance)
accessibility and adaptability,
requiring nothing more than
the body itself, but also due to its ability to build lean, yet strong
muscle, decrease blood pressure and arthritic pain, and boost
metabolic rate.
Furthermore, by developing strength in muscles and areas that
are not typically engaged in other forms of athletic movement—
such as the metatarsals, calves, hip extensors, and inner thighs—
athletes cross-training in ballet can greatly reduce their risk for
injury, building a more balanced physique.

These physical benefits directly translate into superior athletic
performance. By engaging the core, calves, feet, and ankles through
movement on the balls of the feet, says fitness writer Judy Fisk, ballet
teaches athletes how to “transfer their weight effortlessly and find [a]
new center of balance instantly.” These skills, Fisk says, “translate
into quick and accurate starts and stops on the playing field.”

New Hartford student Eli Ward, Feb. 2020 (Photo by Nancy
Long, Utica Dance)

The scope of ballet’s benefits is not limited to the body, however.
By requiring students to memorize intricate combinations of
movement, then translate those combinations into action, all while
aligning that action with music and preventing tension from showing
outwardly, ballet class serves as a rigorous mental exercise.
Thus, dancing, especially for
older adults and younger children,
can be instrumental in improving
brain function and boosting
memory. In fact, ballet training is
such a powerful form of mental
exercise and sensory enrichment
that it directly stimulates nerve
growth factors, allowing for greater
connectivity between the brain’s
hemispheres. As a result, ballet has
been seen to reduce symptoms of
Hall-of-Famer Lynn Swann and
Parkinson’s disease, stroke, cerebral
student from Pittsburgh Ballet School,
palsy, and significantly reduce the
Oct. 1980 (Photo by Gustavo Lago,
risk of dementia.
Pittsburgh Ballet Theatre)
It is in this sense that crosstraining in ballet, even if heavily
modified, has something to offer for everybody. So, whether you are
a career athlete or somebody who simply wishes to improve their
physical health and mental acuity, you may discover great benefits
from a spot at the barre.
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SPORTS
G-NATION Top 5 Athletes of The Week
Nate Giglio

5. Bradley Beal (Basketball)
- Bradley Beal is an American Basketball player for the Washington Wizards. Coming into the
season many believed he is a good player on a bad team. He has proven himself to be much more
than a good player this season after being snubbed from the All-Star game. Against Chicago and
Milwaukee he scored 50+ points which is incredible. He is an outstanding player and it will be
exciting to see where he’ll go in the future.

bleacherreport.com

4.Luka Doncic (Basketball)
- Luka Doncic is a 20 year old from Ljubljana, Slovenia. He’s been playing professional
basketball in Europe since he was 16 years old. Now he’s in the NBA tearing it up. After his first
year he received Rookie of the Year. Now in only his second year he is performing at an All-Star
level. Not only is he having one of the greatest personal seasons, but also he is in the run for MVP,
at only 20 years of age. It’s truly astonishing.

sportsnaut.com

3.Giannis Antetokounmpo (Basketball)
- Giannis Antetokounmpo aka “The Greek Freak” has done it again. Coming off an MVP
season in the NBA, Giannis was able to keep his great form running to the next season. He has been
averaging 30 points this season and is a contender for MVP again this season. Because of his heroic
efforts recently, the Milwaukee Bucks sit Number 1 on the NBA standings and this wouldn’t be
possible without `The Greek Freak”.

qz.com

2. Cristiano Ronaldo (Soccer)
- Ronaldo is a Portuguese born soccer player for the Italian club Juventus. He is 35 and still
kicking on. In fact, he made number one because he broke 1000 games played on the weekend.
Not only did he break that figure, but also he added in another goal to make it an astonishing
441 career goals.
finance.yahoo.com

1.Tyson Fury (Boxing)
- Tyson Fury is a professional boxer from the United Kingdom. He had a
rematch fight against Devonte Wilder on the weekend that ended with Tyson Fury
getting another major belt. This was a rematch worth watching as the first time the
two fought it ended with Wilder being champion. It was different this time as Fury
changed his approach and went more on the attack. His plan worked as he stumped
his opponent. The two will be having another rematch, but for this week Tyson Fury
tops the list at Number One.
standard.co.uk
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SPORTS
Bringing the Heat
Will Roman Kimball continue his dominance?
Chris Collins
Roman Kimball is a junior at New Hartford Senior High
School and plays on the varsity baseball team. Last fall, Kimball
verbally committed to the University of Notre Dame to continue
his baseball career. At Notre Dame Kimball will be a pitcher only.
The junior pitcher said,“ After my commitment I felt like I
accomplished one of my major goals which was to play Division 1
baseball. I also felt like all of my years of hard work and
dedication that I have put in finally paid off and I am so excited to
go to college after high school.”
Kimball also plays on the East Coast Lumberjacks, which is
out of Long Island, New York, and has had tryouts in front of
MLB scouts, down in Long Island, a handful of times. The flamethrowing right hander has been sitting at 90-91 mph on his fastball
and has maxed out at 92 mph during those tryouts.
“Recently I have been getting looked at by professional teams
and that is my ultimate goal, play in the major leagues,” Kimball
said.
For New Hartford, he is the ace of the pitching staff and
when he is not pitching he plays shortstop. Kimball was on the
Second all TVL team and had a stellar rookie campaign. Seldom
does Kimball give up runs and kept his Spartans in each game he
pitched in. In his debut on the bump he threw five shutout innings
against Oneida and was taken out due to the pitch count limit.
Kimball continued to dominate against most of the league.
Against Whitesboro he gave up two runs in five innings of work
and Whitesboro was the most complete lineup he faced all year.
While Kimball dominated in the Tri-Valley League he also had a
personal achievement, he threw a no-hitter over the summer for
the Lumberjacks.
“My commitment has pushed me even more and has made
me even better. Knowing that Notre Dame is in the ACC I know
that all of the players are going to be good and the competition is
going to be at a very very high level, so that I know I have to put in
a lot of work before college,” Kimball said.
Roman is a very hardworking young man whether it is on the
field or off the field and pushes himself to give max effort every
day.

“Some days will be good and some will be bad but you have to
stay on the path that will lead you to your dreams and that for me
is training as hard as I can for 7 days a week,” Kimball says.
For as talented as Kimball is he is a very humble young man
and he is a team first player.
“Whether I go 3-3 at the plate or 0-3 or let up 10 runs or 0
runs I always want to be there for my teammates and be the best
possible version of myself that I can be. As long as I can give it my
all out there that’s all I can ask for out of myself,” Kimball says.
His idol Derek Jeter is the same as he is always there for his
team just like Kimball is. Kimball even wears the number 2 just
like Jeter did. The highly touted pitching prospect is expecting a lot
out of himself but he alluded to the fact that his team will be his
first priority over everything.

Source:perfectgame.org

Kimball pitching in a tournament for the East Coast
Lumberjacks
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Sports
Sports Legends
The First, Jackie Robinson
Luke Shahoud
Baseball is described as America’s pastime and today we see everyone is
eligible to participate in the MLB. Race is no longer a barrier today, yet back
in the early 20th century not a single African American played baseball until
Jackie Robinson played for the Dodgers.
Jackie Robinson was born in 1919 and had a love for baseball at a young
age. He was very talented and dreamed of going pro but the racial barrier
stood in the way of him and his dreams. That was until Branch Rickey
approached Jackie Robinson about a potential move from the minor leagues
https://www.nytimes.com
to the pros with the Dodgers.
Once on the Dodgers Jackie Robinson faced racism from his own team: he couldn't change in the same locker rooms, eat at the same
restaurants or even travel with the team. Jackie Robinson was able to keep his composure while being verbally attacked by almost everyone on
the baseball field. He was also spiked and intentionally hit hard with pitches.
Jackie Robinson is a role model to many especially the people who are facing aversion and need a positive role model to look up to. He
was able to face one of the most disgusting actions a human can do to another and still stay positive and become one of the greatest players to
ever step onto the field. He was able to play well enough to end up in the Hall of Fame despite being called out on plays when he was safe and
strikes called that were clearly balls. He was such a good player that even in the Hall of Fame his number 42 was also retired and is no longer
worn by anyone.
“He was able to be the first African American to play in the MLB and he held his head high against racism., I consider him a role model,”
said Senior Chris Collins.
According to www.crf-usa.org “The Civil Rights Movement in the 1950s and 1960s fought against segregation. The Civil Rights Act of
1964 opened public facilities to all races. But the movement against segregation after World War II really began in 1947 with Jackie Robinson
breaking the color barrier in baseball.”
Jackie Robison's became an important player for the civil rights movement as
well. He became the first person to prove that he was equal to any white person
in baseball and deserved to play with them. This led to hope in the movement.
Jackie Robinson was the first African American player to ever play
baseball and paved a way for African Americans to be able to play one of this
country’s favorite sports.

“The most luxurious possession, the
richest treasure anyone has is their dignity”.
Jackie Robinson

https://baseballhall.org
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UFC
MCGREGOR IS BACK!
McGregor vs Cowboy
Jake Winn

MCGREGOR VS COWBOY
31

AGE

36

25
21
4

MMA FIGHTS
WINS
LOSSES

50
36
13

18
5’9
155 lbs

KNOCKOUTS
HEIGHT
WEIGHT

10
6’1
155 lbs

$110m
$5.5m
NET WORTH
The Notorious
COWBOY
NICKNAME
Featherweight Champ
(15-17)
UFC TITLE Lightweight title in
Lightweight Champ HISTORY
2015
(16-18)
The fight happened on January 18th, 2020. McGregor’s first fight back since
his retirement. He fought Donald Cerrone (aka Cowboy). The fight was ended
by McGregor in the first 40 seconds of the first round. McGregor threw a head
kick, Cowboy was expecting a body kick and the head kick landed perfectly
knocking Cerrone down just for McGregor to get on top and end the fight.
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Feature
Becoming Utica
Tabo Bo

Lena Miller
One of Tabo Bo’s earliest memories is of his older brother,
who, having just arrived in Utica, faced the bitter cold of
Upstate New York without winter clothing. That is, until an
elementary school teacher gifted his family a warm winter coat.
It was acts of kindness like these-- the stabilizing hold of a
community-- that helped a hard-working, loving, and
determined family like Tabo’s find a home in the United States.
Tabo Bo was born in the Tham Hin Refugee Camp in
Suan Peng, Thailand. As members of the persecuted Karen
minority, Tabo’s parents had been forced to flee Myanmar
(formerly Burma) prior to his birth. Although his memories of
this time are not vivid, Tabo notes that this was a very difficult
period of time for his family, as they were “living to constantly
be running”.
From the Tham Hin Camp, Tabo’s family relocated to a
city in Thailand called Kanchanaburi. Here, they applied to
come to the United States, eventually receiving a sponsorship
from a church in Boston. In November of 2004, Tabo’s family
left Thailand and moved to Utica, New York.
However, their first few years in the United States were not
easy. Their first challenge was adapting to the weather. Having
come from the tropical climate of southeast Asia, the harsh,
temperamental Utica winter came as a shock to Tabo’s family;
they had arrived with nothing more than shirts and sandals.
Fortunately, local donations of winter clothing found their way
to Tabo’s family before the snow hit, leaving only his older
brother without a coat.
They had braved the winter, but with seven children in
their household, Tabo’s family struggled financially. His
parents-- even with their limited English-- worked constantly,
determined to give their children a better life. Tabo describes
them as “some of the hardest working people [he] knows”,
working “overtime after overtime” to support himself and his
siblings.

Tabo Bo. Submitted photo.
Still, they largely relied on plain rice to get by. On some
days, Tabo recalls, he would walk to the local convenience store
to buy a 50¢ bag of chips, because he “always hated eating
plain rice”. Small things like this, it seems, could make all the
difference.
Tabo’s family also struggled to adjust culturally. In
particular, the language barrier placed pressure on Tabo from a
young age to serve as an interpreter for his parents, helping
them communicate during his parent-teacher conferences.
Furthermore, during his first few years in the United States,
Tabo recalls, he and his siblings endured bullying and racist
comments from their peers, which made it difficult to feel a
sense of belonging.
Nevertheless, Tabo’s parents ensured that their children
never lost sight of their heritage, teaching them that they
should “never forget where they come from” and to always be
proud of their culture.
Tabo credits the Thea Bowman House as one of the most
helpful programs during this period of adjustment. Located on
continued on next page
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Becoming Utica, continued from previous page
Lafayette Street in Utica, the Thea
Bowman House is an organization that
provides day-care services and
schooling for low-income families in the
Utica community. Many of the initial
difficulties his family faced, Tabo notes,
were remedied with the aid of people at
the Thea Bowman House, who
provided his family with clothing,
helped him with his homework, and
served as a space to “have fun, make
lifelong friends”, and even “[find his]
passion”
Today, Tabo is a student at Utica
College with a major in cybersecurity
and a minor in mathematics. His goal is
to become a digital forensics
investigator and to earn enough money
to give back to his community.
Looking back, Tabo points out that
he was not always aware of the
opportunities he had received, and
notes that he feels humbled and
grateful to have received them. In the
future, he hopes to create programs
that will help local refugees and
immigrants “get into college and
[become] leaders in the community”,
allowing them to aspire as highly as he
has.

www.burmmalink.org

Tham Him Refugee Camp in Suan Peng, Thailand

foundationhoc.org
Students at the Thea Bowman House
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FEATURE
Upcycling: Creating a New
Timestamp on a Piece of
History
Ali Sanchez
Upcycling clothes- out with the old, in with the new. Upcycling articles of clothing is the new trend in fashion, but what is it
exactly?
“Upcycling means using old or discarded or vintage pieces of clothing and transforming
them into something which is better than its original by design and value additions,” according
to The Economic Times.
Sustainable fashion is a new fad among young people. “Thrifting” is a popularized word
used by modern-day teens to describe going to different thrift stores to buy inexpensive, old,
used clothing or accessories that can be upcycled and then either sold or worn by the creator.
On websites, such as Depop, Etsy, and various Indie brand websites, young people can resell
their upcycled clothes and accessories.
Some examples of upcycled clothing include various vintage tops that are embellished
Photo by goodhousekeeping.com
with lace or other fabrics and art pieces, dresses that are shortened or with a changed neckline,
cropped shirts, cut off jeans, and much more. The possibilities are endless!
Melissa Sanchez, a New Hartford resident, “applauds” the idea of upcycling clothing and explained that she has given tons of
old articles of clothing and various old accessories to local thrift stores such as The Basement in the village of New Hartford and
Plato’s Closet in Syracuse.
“I love that there are young people out there creating new art pieces that reflect their generation out of my old clothes,” Melissa
said.
“It is a timestamp of today’s generation that combines with the history of past generations,” she continued on.
Sarah Sanchez, a sophomore attending New Hartford High School, explained that she was excited about the idea of upcycling
clothing.
“I love all the possibilities that come with upcycling clothes, I was actually thinking
about starting up on the trend after watching some Instagram videos about upcycling
clothes and accessories, funny enough,” Sarah stated.
A resident of the Utica area, Adam Brucker, also explained his interest in the fad.
“I think the idea is pretty interesting, I would never think to take old clothes that I
would normally donate or throw away into a new art piece, but it’s really different and
creative and I like that,” Adam said.

Photo taken by morningchores.com

Continued on next page
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Upcycling, continued from previous page
Along with the creativity of upcycling clothing, it benefits the environment greatly.
“In recent years, however, sustainable and eco-friendly design has turned a pivotal corner, elevating its style sense to the level of
ready-to-wear while seeking out innovative approaches to lessening its carbon footprint and chemical load,” according to
globalnews.ca.
“The fashion industry is the world’s second-largest polluter, after oil,” gloablnews.ca continued on to say.
By reusing old fabrics and clothing, the environment is being saved because the sustainability of upcycling clothing reduces
pollution greatly.
There are no negative side effects to reusing and redesigning clothing with a new spin to save the environment and use creativity.
Upcycling fashion gives an opportunity to add a creative twist to any garment or accessory, giving people freedom to create new
pieces, help benefit the environment and have fun!

Photo by netclipart.com

Photo by kitengestore.com

Photo by sustainablefashionacademy.org
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FEATURE
From Tik Not to Tik Tok
New Artist’s Rise to Popularity
Ali Sanchez
Tik Tok is the latest
popular social media app
where people make viral
dances, comedic videos, and
more. It is a creative outlet
for its users to express
themselves through video
Photo from time.com
making.
Due to its popularity, Tik Tok has become a platform where
many new, upcoming artists have gained their initial fame.
Many young people in today’s generation frequently and
casually quote popular Tik Tok songs as a part of their day-today verbiage.
“‘The Box’ by Roddy Ricch is my favorite song! I go
through Tik Tok every day and see videos using that song all the
time and it gets stuck in my head and I can’t stop listening to it!
It's so good!” New Hartford Central School District student,
Matthew Sanchez stated.
Today we will be discussing
the new artist, Roddy Ricch.
He has come out with many
hits, his most well-known
being the hit song “The
Box.”
This hit by Roddy Ricch was
released on December 6,
2019 as a part of his debut
album, Please Excuse Me for
Photo from genius.com
Being Antisocial.
The new breakthrough artist, Roddy Ricch is a 21 year old
rap artist from Compton, California and has been signed to
Atlantic Records. He began his career by releasing a mixtape in
2018 titled “Feed Tha Streets II '' which peaked at number 67
on the Billboard top 200.
The song “The Box” has reached number one on the US
Billboard Hot 100, the Rolling Stone Top 100, the Canadian Hot
100, and the New Zealand Hot 100. Along with that, “The

Box” has peaked at number
two in the UK and Ireland and
number five in Australia.
"The appeal to Roddy is
simple; the kid can write a hell
of a hook. Whether it's the
head-bopping harmony on
'The Box' or the flute backed,
Gunna-assisted single, 'Start
Wit Me,' Roddy excels at
producing choruses that stick
and only get better with repeat
listens," Josh Svetz of
Photo from theshalizigroup.com
HipHopDX stated.
"Roddy Ricch’s album yielded plenty of highlights, but
none stood out quite as much as 'The Box. The song's "EEE
ERR'' intro is "creative and soon-to-be-iconic," HotNewHipHop's
Mitch Findlay stated.
And iconic it has become.
The song has received an abundance of support from
many, but let’s discuss the origin of this song’s popularity- Tik
Tok. Tik Tok celebrity, Charli D’Amelio, started up the dance
trend for this song, which caused the song to blow up. The
dance is to the tune of the chorus of the song and is a short,
quick movement dance.
Along with the dance, there are Tik Tok memes which are
centered around the “EEE ERR” at the beginning of the song.
The song has been used as a classic Tik Tok audio since its
release in December 2019.
Due to Tik Tok’s kickstart to the popularity of “The Box,”
Roddy Ricch has come out with other hits such as “High
Fashion” (Feat. Mustard), which is also a popular audio to use
on the social media platform to create internet memes where
boys lip sync to the song as a parody to girls who post videos on
their snapchats of them lip syncing various rap songs. Another
popular song Roddy Ricch has released is “Ballin’ (Feat.
Mustard)”.
It is evident from his quick success that Roddy Ricch is a
new artist who has plenty of potential to grow his musical
platform even more. Through the help of social media such as
Tik Tok, Roddy Ricch and many other new artists have the
opportunity to create their art for a wide audience in order to
build a fanbase and create a musical career.
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Comics
The Wonders of Life
Dog Masks are a thing
Brin Procopio
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MEMORIES OF THE MONTH
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